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Available online 6 September 2013This paper presents a kinematic procedure to synthesize planar mechanisms capable of
approximating a shape change defined by a general set of curves. These “morphing curves,”
referred to as design profiles, differ from each other by a combination of displacement in the
plane, shape variation, and notable differences in arc length. Where previous rigid-body
shape-change work focused on mechanisms composed of rigid links and revolute joints to
approximate curves of roughly equal arc length, this work introduces prismatic joints into the
mechanisms in order to produce the different desired arc lengths. A method is presented to
iteratively search along the profiles for locations that are best suited for prismatic joints. The
result of this methodology is the creation of a chain of rigid bodies connected by revolute and
prismatic joints that can approximate a set of design profiles.
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The focus of much study has been on shape morphing aircraft wings that increase performance over a range of flight
conditions [1,2], and most of the design work has centered on changing between wing profiles of similar arc length [3–5]. The
fundamentals of aerodynamics suggest, however, that lift and drag can be significantly altered with a change in camber and
chord [6]. That is, for high lift situations (e.g., approach, landing, and climb), a higher camber and longer absolute chord are
desirable, whereas for efficient cruising, a lower camber and shorter chord are desirable.
Many other mechanical systems benefit from the capacity to vary between specific shapes in a controlled manner. In addition to
airfoils, shape changing systems have been used in other flow-field applications such as active boat hulls [7]. Advances in
electro-optics resulting from shape change include active aperture antennas [8] and deformable mirrors [9]. Automotive convertible
roofs [10] and portable performance stages [11] involve shape changes in structural applications. In manufacturing, robotic grippers
[12] are designed to move between prescribed shapes. Altering an extruded plastic profile by sliding segments of the die orifice in a
controlled manner [13] may also be considered shape change. As with airfoils, many of these example application areas could have
optimal designs that require relaxation of the constraint that the various morphing shapes all be of identical arc length.
Shape change may be accomplished by using compliant mechanisms, which can be designed in a manner similar to rigid-body
mechanisms [14]. Without hinges, though, compliant mechanisms have the advantage of providing a smoothmorphing boundary
without discontinuities. Lu and Kota [15] used optimization algorithms to search discrete characteristics of a topology to best
utilize compliant mechanisms to control the change of shape of a parabolic antenna. Moon [16] used compliant mechanisms toax: +1 937 229 4766.
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426 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440approximate the shape of a human finger during gripping motion, and Mohd Zubir et al. [17] similarly used a compliant
mechanism for a microgripper. Limaye et al. [18] incorporated compliant kits of beams and connectors to generate a morphing
aircraft wing. The displacement achievable with a compliant mechanism, however, is limited by the elastic properties of its
composing material, so it is quite difficult to accommodate shape changes involving significant differences in arc length with a
compliant mechanism.
For shape changes accomplished with rigid-body mechanisms, the edge geometries of some links are chosen to approximate a
set of specific shapes [19]. A formalized process for creating such rigid-body shape-change mechanisms has been developed for
shapes, called design profiles, characterized by open curves [20], closed curves [21], and curves with fixed endpoints [22]. In all
cases, the prescribed profiles are constrained to have nearly constant arc length. The developments presented in this paper enable
a chain of rigid bodies to approximate design profiles that exhibit significant differences in arc length.
The general process of rigid-body, shape-changing mechanism design is as follows. The problem is posed by specifying a set of
design profiles, such as airfoil profiles for loiter and attack modes. The synthesis process begins by representing each of the design
profiles in a standardized manner such that comparisons can be made among them. This standardized representation is a
coordinated set of points on the design profile defining a piecewise curve that is called the target profile. The design process
continues with a segmentation phase that creates segments, which are generated in shape and length so that they form rigid links
that approximate corresponding portions on each target profile. To complete the synthesis, a mechanization phase adds binary
links to each segment in order to achieve a lower degree-of-freedom (DOF) linkage. A system with fewer DOF is commonly
preferred for simplicity [23] and ease of control [24,25]. Although this general process of designing a rigid-body, shape-changing
mechanism remains true for this work, substantial changes are needed to allow for significant differences in arc length.
Target profiles were originally defined in [20] such that all contained the same number of points. This definition is
fundamentally lacking for profiles of different arc lengths because the large variations in the distance between consecutive points
complicate the comparison of profile shapes. To properly compare various length profiles, the target profile definition has been
changed to produce a nearly constant distance between consecutive points on each profile, resulting in a different number of
points on each. During the segmentation phase, the constant arc length segment is preserved from the preceding methodology.
Necessitated by various arc lengths, however, a new type of segment has been developed that includes a prismatic joint allowing
the segment to change length in matching the set of design profiles. Additionally, the prior segmentation methodology has been
transformed to iteratively search for locations along the profiles best suited for the prismatic joints. Lastly, a new process is
outlined to detect revolute joints exhibiting only minimal motion in matching the target profiles. A revolute joint identified in this
way is eliminated by combining the adjoining segments to reduce mechanism complexity [23]. If either or both of the segments
includes a prismatic joint, combining them in this fashion introduces a third, compound segment type. Should neither segment
contain a prismatic joint, an alternate strategy is used, detailed in Section 6, as eliminating this joint may introduce unnecessary
error.a b
c
Fig. 1. Types of design profiles include (a) open profiles, (b) closed profiles, and (c) fixed-end profiles.
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profiles having similar spacing between defining points. Section 3 presents a process for segmenting regions along target profiles
that will form the rigid bodies. Section 4 discusses the process for assessing the segmentation error and a method for adjusting the
segments to improve profile matching. Section 5 presents the method to join the chain with revolute joints, and Section 6
discusses a process to merge segments when the associated revolute joint exhibits minimal rotation. Section 7 reviews
mechanization, and examples are given in Section 8.
2. Design and target proﬁles
The shape-change problem is posed by specifying a set of p design profiles that represent the different shapes to be attained by
the mechanism. In prior work, Murray et al. [20] defined a design profile j as an ordered set of Nj points for which the arc length
between any two can be determined. This definition remains valid for profiles with different arc length. Fig. 1 shows the three
types of design profiles considered: open, closed, and fixed-end profiles. While the illustrative examples shown in this paper are
for the open profile case, this research establishes a process to form a chain of rigid links to approximate any of these types of
profiles.
Given the definition of design profiles, they may be viewed as being piecewise linear [26,27]. A piece is the line segment
connecting two contiguous points on a profile. The ith point on the jth design profile is designated aji ; bji
 T . The length of the ith
piece on the jth design profile isand th
Fig. 2.c ji ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ajiþ1−aji
 2 þ bjiþ1−bji 2
r
; ð1Þ
e arc length of the entire jth design profile is
C j ¼
XN j−1
i¼1
cji : ð2ÞThe design profiles may be defined by any number of points spaced at various intervals, producing a wide range of c ji .
A target profile is a curve that represents a particular design profile. Sets of target profiles have common features so that
groups of contiguous points can be compared among all profiles in order to form a suitable chain of rigid bodies that when
repositioned will approximate all design profiles. In earlier work [20,21], the design profiles were assumed to be of roughly equal
arc lengths, C1 ≈ C2 ≈ … ≈ Cp. In that case, each target profile can be formed by distributing the same n number of defining
points equally along the corresponding design profile. The target profile becomes a piecewise linear curve composed of pieces
with roughly the same length, c ji≈ckl ;∀i; j; k; l. Constant piece lengths allow for identification of corresponding points on each
target profile.
The general profiles discussed in this paper may possess large differences in arc length. Using the same number of points on
different length profiles, as done in previous work, would result in different piece lengths and contaminate the shape
comparisons among groupings of contiguous points. In order to produce a constant piece length, the conversion scheme from
design to target profiles must be modified to allow for a different number of points on each target profile. By specifying a desired
piece length sd, the number of piecesmj on profile j can be determined. Smaller values of sdwill produce more pieces and typically
result in smaller variations between the design and target profiles.
The number of pieces must be an integer, and an initial value is calculated asmj ¼ ⌈
C j
sd ⌉; ð3Þ
⌈Cj/sd⌉ represents the ceiling function, the smallest integer not less than Cj/sd. Provisional target profiles are generated bywhere
distributing nj points at increments of Cj/mj along the jth design profile. A distribution of target profile points along a design profilej=1
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Design profile (solid) with an approximating target profile (dashed) where points are positioned to give a constant arc length along the design profile.
428 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440is shown in Fig. 2. The jth target profile becomes a piecewise linear curve connecting the ordered set of pointsz ji ¼ xji ; yji
n oT
, i = 1,...,
nj. The length of the ith linear piece on the jth target profile iss ji ¼ z jiþ1−z ji
  ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃxjiþ1−xji 2 þ yjiþ1−yji 2
r
: ð4ÞThe corresponding number of points on target profile j is nj = mj + 1.
For a provisional target profile, the piece lengths s ji≤sd, as Eq. (3) generates slightly more segments than would exactly match
the profile using the piece length sd. Moreover, any curvature of the design profile results in piece lengths shorter than sd, as seen
in Fig. 2. That is, a piece length s ji ¼ sd only when sd divides exactly into Cj pieces and the design profile has a zero curvature
portion long enough to include the entire piece. The average piece length for the jth profile iss j ¼
1
mj
Xn j−1
i¼1
s ji
0@ 1A: ð5Þ
As the provisional target profile is constructed to (potentially) have too many pieces to accurately achieve sd, the likely
scenario is that fewer pieces will produce a value of s j closer to sd. An error representing the difference between the average
segment length and desired segment length is calculated as s j ¼ sd−s j
 . Decreasing nj by 1 and redistributing points along the
design profile creates a new target profile. Points are removed until nj = nj∗ (and correspondingly,mj = mj∗), the number of points
minimizes s j . The end result is the fewest nj
∗ points are used to construct the jth target profile such that all linear piece lengths are
approximately equal to the desired segment length. Desirable target profiles are those with the fewest pieces that achieve the
accuracy needed to satisfactorily represent the original design profiles. The more pieces used in a set of target profiles, the closer
the approximation of the design profiles. Conversely, as the calculations presented in the later sections are dependent on this
number, having fewer pieces reduces computation time.
After each mj∗ is established, the total length of the jth target profile is calculated asSj ¼
Xmj
i¼1
s ji : ð6ÞApplying this process to all design profiles, p target profiles are constructed such that all linear pieces have lengths that are
approximately equal to sd. The average length of all mj∗ linear pieces on all p profiles issm ¼
Xp
j¼1 SjXp
j¼1 m

j
: ð7ÞIf the representation of the design profiles lacks the desired accuracy, a smaller desired piece length may be used to increase
the number of points defining the target profiles.
Three target profiles are shown in Fig. 3. The lengths of the design profiles are C1 = 26.1738, C2 = 31.0847, and C3 = 34.4737.
For a desired piece length of sd = 0.35, the target profiles havem1∗ = 76,m2∗ = 90, andm3∗ = 99 pieces. The average piece length0 5 10 15 20 25 30
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Fig. 3. Three design profiles with significantly different arc lengths represented with target profiles of nearly constant piece length.
429S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440is sm ¼ 0:3499and the lengths of the target profiles are S1 = 26.1669, S2 = 31.0760, and S3 = 34.4562. Although S1/C1 = 0.9997,
S2/C2 = 0.9997, and S3/C3 = 0.9995 in this example, the heuristic in this work is to set sd such that Si/Ci ≥ 0.99 for all profiles in
the set unless the design problem dictates a specific accuracy. Values are reported in this initial example to four decimal places to
highlight the minor differences between design and target profile lengths and desired and achieved piece lengths. The four
decimal places are not meant to indicate that these are significant figures.3. Segmentation
After target profiles with nearly constant piece lengths have been established to adequately represent the design profiles, the
rigid bodies that form the edge geometry of the profiles must be created. The segmentation process identifies q portions, or
segments, of a target profile that when repositioned will best match the corresponding portions on the other target profiles. An
acceptable error in matching profiles is dependent on the application and is at the discretion of the designer.
Mean orM-segments represent a fixed length portion on the set of target profiles, as shown in Fig. 4, and will be embodied by
rigid revolute-revolute (RR) links. Constant curvature or C-segments consist of variable length portions on the set of profiles,
shown in Fig. 5, and will be embodied by a pair of rigid links forming a revolute-prismatic-revolute (RPR) chain. Once identified,
the segments are created and assembled into a chain that can be moved to approximate the full set of design profiles.
When the set of design profiles have similar arc lengths, the chain of rigid-bodies that adequately approximates them may
contain allM-segments. For the general case, when the design profiles have significantly different arc lengths, each target profile
will have a different number of points since the pieces have roughly equal lengths. The difference in arc length is quantified by the
difference in the number of pieces used in defining the target profiles. For appreciable differences, at least one of the segments
must be a C-segment. As described in the following sections, the segments are created through an iterative process that reduces
shape-approximating error.3.1. Segments
Certain restrictions are placed on identifying the q groups of points that will form segments on each of the target profiles. The
number of pieces on the eth segment of the jth profile is designated mje, and the number of points is nje = mje + 1. Since an M
-segment represents a single rigid link, a fundamental constraint on forming M-segments is that the number of pieces in those
segments is constant across all p profiles, i.e., if the eth segment is anM-segment,m1e = m2e = … = mpe. Since the C-segments are
used to compensate for differences in length among the profiles, the number of pieces in corresponding C-segments from
different profiles will generally be different. The number of pieces in the C-segment on the jth profile must be selected such
that∑ e = 1q mje = mj∗.
The points that lie on the boundary between segments are termed segmentation points, which also include the first and last
points on the target profile. Points on the jth target profile are numbered 1 through nj∗. The index of the segmentation point at the
start of the eth segment on the jth profile is designated as kje. The index of the final point of that segment is kje + 1. Note that kje + 1
is also the index of the first point on the e + 1 segment. Thus,k1j ¼ 1 j ¼ 1;…;p ð8Þj = 1 
j = 2 
j = 3 
Fig. 4. An M-segment represents a single revolute–revolute link that corresponds to groups of equal numbered pieces on each target profile.
j = 1 
j = 2 
j = 3 
Fig. 5. C-segments are variable arc length groups of pieces consisting of a different number of points on each target profile and represent a revolute–prismatic–
revolute chain.
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Xe−1
i¼1
mij e ¼ 2;…; q j ¼ 1;…;p ð9Þ
kqþ1j ¼ nj j ¼ 1;…;p: ð10ÞThe same number of segments q and their types (i.e.M- or C-segments) must be maintained for all profiles. A design vector V
defines the number of segments and their types in a candidate design. As an example, V ¼ M C M C½  specifies that four
segments (q = 4) will be formed, with the first being anM-segment, followed by a C-segment, anM-segment and a C-segment.
Currently, an a priori method to determine the best V for a set of design profiles is lacking. The designer can specify V based on
intuition after inspecting the shape of the profiles, or the error minimizing process can cycle through several design vectors to
attain an adequate fit to the set of target profiles. Any combination ofM and C-segments is possible. For a design with q segments,
there are 2q − 1 different design vectors that contain at least one C-segment. It is noted that a C-segment represents two rigid links,
while an M-segment represents one rigid link in the shape-approximating chain.
3.2. The segment matrix
A p × q segment matrix SM identifies the number of pieces in each segment and is constructed consistent with the design
vector. The jth row of SM represents the jth target profile and contains the number of pieces for each segment on that profile. From
an implementation standpoint, segments should not be so small that a physical embodiment is impractical. A minimum number
of segment pieces α is defined such that mje ≥ α, e = 1, …, q where j = 1, …, p.
As an example, consider the set of three target profiles from Fig. 3 having m1∗ = 76, m2∗ = 90, and m3∗ = 99 pieces,
respectively. Based on physical constraints, α = 5 was specified. With V ¼ M C M C½  , an initial segment matrix may be
constructed asSM1 ¼
m11 m
2
1 m
3
1 m
4
1
m12 m
2
2 m
3
2 m
4
2
m13 m
2
3 m
3
3 m
4
3
264
375 ¼ 15 13 9 3915 9 9 57
15 39 9 36
24 35: ð11ÞSince the first segment is an M-segment, the same number of pieces has been selected to be used on all profiles: mj1 = 15
where j = 1,…, 3. Similarly for the third segment, mj3 = 9 where j = 1,…, 3. Being C-segments, all instances of the second and
fourth segments do not need to have the same number of pieces. The number of pieces in the second segment is individually
selected. Being the final C-segment in V, the fourth segment will contain all remaining pieces in the profile. That is,m14 = 39, such
that for j = 1, 15 + 13 + 9 + 39 = 76 = m1∗ , and likewise for the other profiles. The segmentation points can be calculated
with Eqs. (8), (9), and (10). For j = 1, k11 = 1, k12 = 16, k13 = 29, k14 = 38, and k15 = 77. The segmentation points are indicated
with black circles in Fig. 3.
Once an initial SM is formulated, an iterative process creates the segments, evaluates how well they match the target profiles
and adjusts SM to minimize the error. The method for creating the segments is described in the following two sub-sections. The
details of the evaluation and adjustment process are explained in Section 4.
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The process of creating an M -segment is identical to that described in Murray et al. [20] and is summarized here for
completeness. The process begins by shifting all points on the segment to a common location so a single profile can be generated
that approximates the shapes of all segments within the set. The first profile is selected as the common location, so each segment
from the second through last profile is shifted to the first profile. Each point on the eth segment is shifted by a rigid body
transformation in the plane,where
Fig. 6. (
distanc
the origZeji ¼ A
e
jz ji þ d
e
j i ¼ kej ;…; keþ1j j ¼ 2;…;p; ð12Þ
Aej ¼
cosθej −sinθ
e
j
sinθej cosθ
e
j
" #
; dej ¼
xej
yej
" #
: ð13ÞAlthough a general solution for the transformation is well-established in the image registration literature [28–31], Murray
et al. [20] developed a closed-form method to determine θje and dje such that the sum of the distances between each point on
the shifted segments and the corresponding point on the reference segment is minimized. Then, a new piecewise linear curve
is constructed where each point is the geometric center of the set of p corresponding points in the reference segment z1i and
the shifted segments Z ji . This new curve becomes the M-segment defined by pointsZemi ¼
1
p
z1i þ
Xp
j¼2
Z ji
0@ 1A i ¼ kej ;…; keþ1j : ð14Þ0 2 4 6
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d
a) The first segment from each of three target profiles to be represented by one mean segment. (b) Segments 2 and 3 shifted to reference segment 1 in a
e minimizing transformation. (c) The mean segment generated as the average of the corresponding segment points. (d) The mean segment shifted back to
inal segments in another distance minimizing transformation.
432 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440This M-segment represents one rigid RR link in the shape-changing chain. A second minimization process determines a
rotation matrix bAej and translation bdej to shift instances of the mean segment back to profiles 2 through p to approximate the shape
of the segment on each target profile.Fig. 7. (
the segmzeji ¼ bAej −1 Zemi−bdej  i ¼ kej ;…; keþ1j j ¼ 2;…; p: ð15Þ
The first segments from the three profiles (e = 1, j = 1, 2, 3) presented in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 6a and shifted to
distance-minimizing positions relative to the first profile in Fig. 6b. Fig. 6c shows the creation of anM-segment that approximates
the set, which is shifted back to each target profile in Fig. 6d.
3.4. C-segments
A constant curvatureC-segment is created using discrete, signed, radius of curvature values at each point along the segment for all
target profiles [27]. The radius of curvature value of the jth target profile at the ith point is the radius of an arc r ji that passes throughz ji
and the neighboring points z ji−1 and z jiþ1 [32]. The radius of curvature is computed for each point on the eth segment asr ji ¼
z jiþ1−z ji−1
 
2sinθ
i ¼ kej þ 1…; keþ1j −1 j ¼ 1;…;p: ð16Þ
θ is the angle ∠z ji−1z jiz jiþ1 [33].where
A direction vector P ji is defined such that it extends from z ji−1 to z ji .P ji ¼
xji−xji−1
yji−yji−1
	 

: ð17Þ
 
If the determinant P ji P jiþ1
  is positive, the radius of curvature is designated positive [34]. The mean radius of the eth segment
on all profiles isre ¼ 1Xp
j¼1 m
e
j−1
Xp
j¼1
Xkeþ1j −1
i¼kejþ1
r ji
0@ 1A0@ 1A: ð18Þ
The curvatures of the first and last points are not included in the average.
Instances of a C-segment are created by generating points Zeji along a radius r
e and arc lengthLej ¼ mej se; ð19Þ5 10 15 20
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a) The second segment from each of three target profiles approximated with a C-segment. (b) An arc of the same radius, but varying length, approximates
ent on all profiles.
where
the m
and th
433S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440the average length of the pieces on the eth segment on all p profiles is
se ¼
Xp
j¼1
1
mej
Xkeþ1j −1
i¼kejþ1
s ji
0@ 1A0@ 1A: ð20Þ
As with theM-segments, instances of the C-segment are placed at each target profile in a distance minimizing transformation
using Eq. (15).
Each of the second segments from the three profiles (e = 2, j = 1, 2, 3) presented in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 7a with a mean
piece length of sm ¼ 0:35 and each having a different number of pieces (m11 = 13, m21 = 9 and m31 = 39). A mean radius is
calculated as r1 ¼ 15:06, and arcs with lengths of L11 = 4.55, L21 = 3.42 and L31 = 13.65 are constructed and align with the profiles
as shown in Fig. 7b.
4. Evaluating and adjusting the segment matrix
Once instances of the segments are created as specified by SM, their shape-approximation errors are evaluated. The maximum
point-to-point distance on the jth instance of the eth segment to the corresponding point on the jth profile isEej ¼ max zeji−z ji
  i ¼ kej ;…; keþ1j : ð21ÞSimilar to SM, a p × q error matrix EM organizes Eje for all segments on all profiles. Error metrics that assist in segment
adjustment include the maximum overall error,Emax ¼ max Eej
 
e ¼ 1;…; q j ¼ 1;…; p; ð22Þ
ean error of the eth segment,
Ee ¼ 1
p
Xp
j¼1
Eej ; ð23Þ
e overall mean error
E ¼ 1
q
Xq
e¼1
1
p
Xp
j¼1
Eej
0@ 1A: ð24Þ
An example of the EM that corresponds with the profiles from Fig. 3 and the initial SM of Eq. (11) isEM1 ¼
E11 E
2
1 E
3
1 E
4
1
E12 E
2
2 E
3
2 E
4
2
E13 E
2
3 E
3
3 E
4
3
264
375 ¼ 0:10 0:32 0:04 0:430:15 0:19 0:03 1:37
0:19 0:46 0:06 1:50
24 35: ð25Þ
In Eq. (25), Emax = 1.50 and E ¼ 0:40. For the M-segments, E1 ¼ 0:15 and E3 ¼ 0:04.
The number of pieces in each segment can be changed to improve the shape approximation and consequently reduce Emax.
Adjustments to SM involve either adding, removing or preserving the number of pieces in each segment in order to balance the
errors, i.e., Emax approaches E. For a C-segment, each Eje is compared to E. If EejbE, the segment fits the profile better than the average
and can be lengthened to balance the error. A change δmje = +1 is assigned to that instance of the segment, meaning that one
piece will be added. Conversely, ifEe j NE, that instance of the segment has a below average fit, and δmj
e = −1 is assigned, meaning
that one piece will be removed.
Because allM-segments must be adjusted the same amount, eachEe is compared toE. IfEebE, a change is assigned to all profiles
δmje = +1, j = 1,…, p. Since a segment cannot violate the minimum number of pieces constraint, a δmje = 0 may be assigned if
mj
e = α. Additionally, the total number of pieces on each profile must remain the same,Xq
e¼1
δmej ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;…; p: ð26ÞAs in the generation of SM, the final C-segment within V is not adjusted according to its error. Instead, it is adjusted to ensure
that the jth profile retainsmj∗ pieces. Hence, either no change or changes greater than one may be assigned to the instances of the
last C-segment.
434 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440The changes are added to SM to obtain an adjusted SMwith which a new segmentation trial is conducted. The iterative process
continues, assessing errors at each step in order to achieve a final segment matrix with a low point-to-point error. The iterations
are stopped when the current value of Emax is greater than or equal to the previous five values. To avoid a local minimum, these
error-reducing iterations are performed on several initial SM matrices. The tSM associated with the lowest value of Emax within
the entire error history is deemed to be the distance minimizing set of segments. These error-reducing iterations were conducted
on the four-segment chain of Fig. 3 and the SM of Eq. (11). The segment matrix with the lowest Emax iswhich
Fig. 8.
error-re
increaseSMf ¼
19 12 14 31
19 22 14 35
19 42 14 24
24 35; ð27Þ
resulted in an error matrix
EMf ¼
0:17 0:22 0:33 0:17
0:26 0:10 0:15 0:20
0:19 0:23 0:21 0:32
24 35: ð28Þ
The error metrics were reduced to Emax = 0.33 and E ¼ 0:22 (from Emax = 1.50 and E ¼ 0:40 with SM1). The rigid-body chain
associated with the initial segmentation is shown in Fig. 8a, whereas Fig. 8b shows the chain after the error-reducing iterations.
5. Joining the chain
Since the segments are generated individually, the segmentation point on one segment will not typically coincide with the
corresponding segmentation point on the adjoining segment. As shown in Fig. 9a, zeji≠z
eþ1
ji
, ∀ i = kje, e = 2,…, q and j = 1,…, p.
Since the segments will be connected at their endpoints with revolute joints, each segment must be slightly moved from its
error-minimizing position to unite the segmentation points. During this process, each profile is treated individually.
Each point on each segment of the jth profile is relocated byezeji ¼ eAejzeji þ edej ; i ¼ 1;…;nj ; e ¼ 1;…;mj; ð29Þa b
c
A rigid-body chain that approximates the target profiles. (a) The chain after the initial segmentation matrix: Emax = 1.50. (b) The chain after the
ducing iterations: Emax = 0.33. The inset illustrates that segmentation points are not coincident. (c) The joining process unites segmentation points, yet
s the error to Emax = 0.34.
where
Fig. 9. A
revolut
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" #
; edej ¼ exejeyej
" #
:The endpoints of adjacent segments must be coincident, which provides the principal constraint,ezeji ¼ ezeþ1ji ¼ ez ji ∀ i ¼ kej ; e ¼ 2;…; q j ¼ 1;…; p: ð30Þ
For closed-loop target profiles, additional constraints includeXq
e¼1
lecoseθej ¼ 0; Xq
e¼1
lesineθej ¼ 0; j ¼ 1;…;p; ð31Þ
le is the length of the line segment connecting the first and last points on segment e. For fixed-end target profiles,where
additional constraints includeez1j1 ¼ z j1 ; ezqjn
j
¼ z jn
j
: ð32ÞAs in Persinger et al. [21] the segmentation points are united through a numerical optimization to determine ezej1 , e = 2, …, q
subject to Eq. (30), and if appropriate, Eq. (31) or Eq. (32). As shown in Fig. 9b, the location of the first point on each jth instance of
the chain ez1j1 , the angle of each segment instance eθej , and the translation edej are the q + 2 optimization variables. The objective
function f to be minimized is the sum of the squared point-to-point distances between points on the instance of the segments and
the points on the jth target profile,f ¼
Xkej
i¼1
ezeji−z jih iT ezeji−z jih i e ¼ 1;…; q: ð33Þe=1
e=2
e=3
1
120
z 2
120
z
j=1
1911 =m
1421 =m
1031 =m
2
134
z 3
134
z
3
144
z
1
1
~θ
3
1
~θ
2
1
~θ
1
11
~z
l1
l2
l3
201
~z
341
~z
j=1 
a) Segmentation points do not coincide
b) Segments are repositioned to unite segmentation points
fter instances of segments are created, the segmentation points will not coincide. To merge the segmentation points and form a chain connected by
e joints, each segment must be repositioned by adjusting ez1j1 and eθe .
436 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440The fmincon function in the optimization toolbox of MATLAB is well suited for this type of constrained nonlinear multivariable
problem. The position of the segments as determined by the segmentation process generally serves as a suitable initial guess. Once
optimized, ezeji ; e = 2,…, q, i = 2,…, nj∗ defining the chain of rigid links joined with revolute and prismatic joints is complete. The
optimization is conducted for the other profiles as well, resulting in a rigid-body chain that can be repositioned to approximate all
target profiles.
The results of the joining process for the three profiles presented in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 8c. After the error-reducing
iterations on SM, the maximum point-to-point error was Emax = 0.33. However, after shifting segments to merge segmentation
points, the maximum point-to-point error increased to Emax = 0.34.
If the accuracy of the approximation is deemed unsatisfactory, the designer can return to the segmentation phase and dictate a
different design vector V or increase the number of segments. To compare alternative designs, the number of joints in the chain of
rigid-bodies should be considered.M-segments represent R-R links, so they contain two joints, whereasC-segments represent R–P–R
chains and contain 3 joints. Generally, a chain of rigid-bodies with a greater number of joints provides a better approximation to the
profiles at the expense of greater mechanical complexity. Khan et al. [23] developed the loss of regularity index as a quantitative
measure of kinematic chain complexity. Froma practical perspective of constructing amechanism, it is desirable to find a compromise
between the number of joints and the error between the chain of rigid-bodies and the target profiles.
6. Compound segment types
Since the number of links in the chain increases the mechanical complexity, it is desirable to fuse some of the links together
when the rotation of a revolute joint is small. To investigate the benefit of each revolute joint in the chain of rigid-bodies, the
range of motion is calculated to determine whether the joint is necessary. Recall that P ji is the direction vector that extends from
z ji−1 to z ji . Accordingly, the direction vector that extends from the preceding point toward the eth segmentation point on the jth
profile is P jke
j
, and P jke
j
þ1 is the vector from the eth segmentation point to the next point. The relative joint angle at the eth
segmentation point is designated as σje and is represented by the angle from P jke
j
to P jke
j
þ1 . Thus, the range of motion exhibited by
that joint isFig. 10.
were mΔσ e ¼ max σej
 
−min σel
 
j ¼ 1;…; p; l ¼ 1;…;p: ð34ÞIf the range of motion is smaller than a specified limit, Δσe b σmin, the revolute joint motion is considered insignificant during
shape approximation. That joint may be considered unnecessary and eliminated to reduce the complexity. If the revolute joint
connects two M-segments, the designer is advised to select a new design vector V with fewer segments. If the revolute joint
connects a C-segment with either another C-segment or anM-segment, the joint can be eliminated, clamping the segments at the
mean angle. Eliminating the joint creates a compound segment that merges the two original segments. Returning to the example
profiles of Fig. 3, the reduced-error chain of Fig. 8 is shown in Fig. 10a. The range of motion of the 2nd revolute joint, however, is
Δσe = 12.2° and may be considered insignificant. The segments were merged to create the chain shown in Fig. 10b. Eliminating
the revolute joint increased the maximum point-to-point error from Emax = 0.34 to Emax = 0.46. However, the number of
segments and kinematic complexity has been reduced at a modest expense of error.
7. Mechanization
The mechanization phase involves adding rigid constraining links and joints to form a mechanism that smoothly transitions
the shape approximating chain between the target profiles with a limited number of actuators. In many applications, the reduced
cost and control requirements of fewer actuators outweighs the kinematic complexity. When a single-DOF system is desired andOnly slight 
joint 
rotation is 
necessary.
Segments 
are merged
a b
(a) The original chain consisted of 4 segments resulting in Emax = 0.34, yet one revolute joint exhibited limited motion. (b) The 2nd and 3rd segments
erged into a compound segment, resulting in a three-segment chain with Emax = 0.46.
437S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440the number of target profiles p is less than or equal to five, it is theoretically possible to add binary links without further increasing
the profile matching error. The dimensional synthesis task for rigid body guidance identifies appropriate circle points on the rigid
links of the shape approximating chain and center points on the frame. Machine theory texts, such as McCarthy [35], provide
various methods for dimensional synthesis for rigid body guidance. However, experience shows that eliminating circuit, branch
and order defects becomes problematic with p N 3. Balli and Chand [36] provide a thorough discussion of solution rectification.
Consequently, for two and three profiles, the mechanization of shape-changing linkages has been accomplished by adapting
dimensional synthesis techniques to geometric constraint programming (GCP) with a computer-aided design package as in
Kinzel et al. [37].
For greater than three profiles, mechanization is performed as outlined in Murray et al. [20,21]. Least-square approximations
such as those developed by Yao and Angeles. [38] can be used to locate circle and center points for each segment. Structural error
associated with such approximate motion synthesis methods will further increase shape approximating error. A search algorithm
is implemented to examine many circle and center point pairs, designating candidate designs as those that produce an acceptable
level of structural error. The candidate designs are then evaluated to determine whether they can be actuated monotonically to
perform the shape change without encountering a circuit or branch defect. Successful designs can be ranked by a quality factor of
the designer's choosing. This search approach does not yield optimal designs in any formal sense, but produces a number of viable
designs that can be evaluated according to various metrics. Expanding on the search process, Zhao et al. [22] illustrate how
genetic algorithms can be used to synthesize planar rigid-body shape-changing mechanisms. Once a successful mechanism has
been formed, it may benefit from the addition of a coupler driver to reduce actuator effort and eliminate mechanism defects [39].8. Examples
8.1. Fixed-end proﬁles
Zhao et al. [22] present applications in which the first and last points on each profile of similar length are fixed. The
segmentation process for variable length profiles remains intact when fixed ends are required by merely introducing the
additional constraint in Eq. (32). As an example, Fig. 11a shows three profiles with a fixed-end requirement. The arc lengths of the
profiles are C1 = 12.24, C2 = 12.90, and C3 = 14.13. A desired piece length of sd = 0.35 was specified, producing m1∗ = 75,
m2
∗ = 89, andm3∗ = 98. A design vector with six segments was selected,V ¼ C M M C M C½ , and a minimum number of pieces
per segment of α = 8 was designated. The final shape-approximating rigid-body chain is shown in Fig. 11b, which exhibits a
profile matching error of Emax = 0.18. Note that this rigid-body chain with fixed ends exhibits 7 DOF. A mechanization process
must still be conducted to reduce the DOF to a suitable number of actuators.8.2. Automotive driver's seat
To illustrate the complete shape-change synthesis process, consider an automotive seat that should comfortably conform to
the full range of driver sizes. According to Frey and Tecklin [40], about 80% of American adults suffer from pain in the lumbar spine
during their lifetime. Musculoskeletal disorders can be caused by long periods of driving, the use of manual or stick shift
transmissions, and the lack of adequate car seat adjustment [41]. Substantial research in human factors of seat or chair design can
be found in the literature [42]. Extensive human measurements at different ages can be found in [43]. These studies can be
utilized to define an automotive seat profile that can be adjusted to satisfy the seating requirements for most drivers.j = 1
j = 2
j = 3
a b
Fig. 11. (a) Fixed-end profiles. (b) The final, rigid-body, shape-approximating chain having Emax = 0.18.
99th percentile male
1st percentile 
female j = 1
j = 2
j = 3
Fig. 12. (a) The silhouettes of a small, an average and a large driver [43]. (b) Seat design profiles that suit the small, average and large drivers from (a).
438 S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440In the design of a seat profile, Fig. 12a shows three drivers seated relative to the steering wheel. The first profile (j = 1)
conforms to a female from the 1st percentile group. The second profile (j = 2) refers to the 99th percentile male group. A
mid-range profile is inserted to ensure that a middle profile is achieved corresponding to average-sized drivers and to produce a
smooth transition between the two extreme driver sizes. Accordingly, an intermediate profile (j = 3) is created from the 50th
percentile male group. The three design profiles shown in Fig. 12b are identified with significantly different lengths of both the
seat and the back rest portions. These profiles have arc lengths of C1 = 44.42, C2 = 51.98 and C3 = 54.39. A desired piece length
is set as sd = 0.35, generating target profiles having m1∗ = 127, m2∗ = 149, and m3∗ = 155 pieces.
A five-segment seat was specified for the segmentation process. A search through every possible five-segment design vector
was performed, with V ¼ C M M M C½  producing the lowest error approximation. Fig. 13 presents the results from the
segmentation process yielding Emax = 0.27. Further, two revolute joints exhibited minimal rotation. They were eliminated,
creating a compound segment within the chain as shown in Fig. 13b, yielding Emax = 0.50. Using the mechanization methods
described in Section 6, links were added to reduce the DOF and form a mechanism that is able to alter its shape between the three
profiles in Fig. 14. Incorporating prismatic joints between the segments and the frame, Fig. 14 shows the final single-DOF
mechanism that moves between the three profiles to suit the small, average, and large drivers. The mechanism can be effectively
actuated via any one of the five prismatic joints.
9. Conclusion
A planar serial chain of rigid bodies connected by revolute and prismatic joints can be reconfigured to approximate any
number of curves. A necessary step in the design of rigid-body shape-changing mechanisms is to determine the planar chain that
best matches a set of curves, called design profiles. This paper presents the theory and a practical methodology for defining the
shapes of the rigid bodies and identifying the proper sequence of revolute and prismatic joints to connect them in order to1
5
4
3
2
Segments 
are merged
Headrest
1
3
2
a) Optimized design with
       Emax = 0.2736
b) Optimized design with reduced number
     of segments, Emax = 0.4988
Fig. 13. The three seat profiles can be approximated by the five segment shape-approximating chain in (a). The creation of a compound segment reduces the
chain to three segments in (b) with only a modest increase in error.
Fig. 14. The results of the mechanization process: (a) The seat is adjusted for a 1st percentile female. (b) The seat accommodating a 50th percentile male. (c) The
car seat is positioned for a 99th percentile male.
439S.A. Shamsudin et al. / Mechanism and Machine Theory 70 (2013) 425–440minimize the error between the chain and the design profiles. In service of this process, the design profiles are converted to target
profiles, curves by which neighboring points are approximately the same distance apart. Contiguous sets of points may be
compared among target profiles to identify both the ideal geometry for the rigid bodies comprising the chain as well as the joint
locations and types. Several examples display the utility of the described procedures.
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